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I’ve always been grateful to opera for dramatizing my periodic movement
from life to death, and for making death seem the higher ecﬆasy.
Now I am intereﬆed in the opera of driving a car, the opera of taking the
subway, the opera of deferred gratification, the opera of massage parlors,
the opera of sunset at the piers, the opera of whisky, the opera of silence,
the opera of palm trees, the opera of bathtubs, the opera of the daily lash
of eau de cologne, the opera of inanition, the opera of ﬆupefaion, the
opera of amnesia.
—Wayne Koeﬆenbaum, Cleavage: Essays on Sex, Stars, and Aeﬆhetics

One could argue, simply for argument’s sake, that opera—despite the fact
that there aren’t many mothers there; despite, moreover, that most of them
make Joan Crawford look like Mildred Pierce—is really about maternity.¹
Opera, that is, could be said to both touch upon and, in essence, concern
the sorrows, if not the joys, of its few good mothers: what such women
renounce to have children in the first place; what they renounce to raise
 Why so few, you ask? Probably because mothers are plot impediments. We couldn’t have

the vicarious thrill of female abjection with Mom there to keep tragic—or, as Linda and
Michael Hutcheon argue, not so tragic—heroines out of trouble. Why so evil? (Marcellina would marry Figaro, her own son; Norma would kill both her children; Azucena
really does kill them; and the less said about the Queen of the Night the better.) Probably
because—even apart from the art form’s fairy tale conventionality—most operas are by
men with issues. But I’m not really interested in exploring these reasons, except to say that
some missing opera moms get daughters into trouble: Antonia’s mother, in Les Contes
d’’Hoff
d’
Hoffmann, has the girl sing herself to death; Isolde’s provides the fatal love potion.
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them; what happens when children renounce, or, worse yet, predecease
them.²
Take the Empress in Die Frau ohne Schatten, a sunnier version of Die
Zauberflöte’s Queen. (Hofmannsthal liked to think of Die Frau ohne Schatten as Die Zauberflöte, and of Der Rosenkavalier as Figaro.) For this wouldbe mom, both compassion and reproduction—or shadow-casting—signify
humanity. And according to Strauss in a letter to the librettist, her first
human cry should be rather like that of a mother in childbirth. But it isn’t.
It’s a high B-natural, sung on the word “help.” (“Only his eyes cry out for
help!” [“Sein Auge nur schreit um Hilfe!”].)
e all-too-human Sister Angelica doesn’t get to mother anyone either.
Yet this Puccini heroine both lives and dies for an absent, illegitimate son.
Her cry upon first mentioning the boy is, in fact, rather like that of a mother
in childbirth. (She shouts “my son” [“mio figlio”]. e stage direction is
gridato; the line: “I can’t promise to forget my son” [“Non posso offrire di
scordare mio figlio”].) Her cry upon learning of his premature demise is
even more so. (She shouts “Ah!” e direction is gridato lamentoso.) And
when Angelica kills herself shortly thereafter, she’s forgiven by a woman
called “the mother of all mothers”—the Virgin Mary. Madame Butterfly
commits suicide too, of course, but it’s a relatively ambiguous, possibly
unforgivable action. On the one hand, she’s making room for a stepmother
through whom the boy called “Sorrow” can access his father. On the other
hand, she’s traumatizing him.
e unnamed woman in L’Enfant et les Sortilèges, an opera presented
from her unnamed son’s perspective, does get to mother him. But she’s
not up to the disciplinary part of the job. e ones who are are various
objects and animals he’s abused—a bat in particular, who complains of
 Another male-dominated art form, the Broadway musical, digs a bit deeper into

both the joys and the sorrows. (Straight critics blame this on American “momism.”
Gay ones, like D. A. Miller, are a bit subtler.) Consider, for example, Aunt Eller in
Oklahoma!, Julie Jordan in Carousel, Anna Leonowens in e King and I, Nellie
Forbush in South Pacific, or Maria von Trapp in e Sound of Music. And yes,
I do know that most of these are stepmothers. I know they’re all from Rodgers
and Hammerstein. And I know the musical can be as keen to expose motherly
evil as opera was. Consider Rose in Jule Styne’s Gypsy, a monster of egocentrism
and projection. Or to quote Miller: “Should Gypsy ever be judged to deserve
its self-allegorizing subtitle as ‘a musical fable’—or rather, since it has been so
judged, could all that this judgment entails ever be spelled out—we would at
last understand that the Broadway musical is the unique genre of mass culture
to be elaborated in the name of the mother: a name, however, that it dare not
quite speak—except now and then, on the well-known principle of any closet,
to curse it” ().
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the boy’s having killed the mother of his children. And so, as in Die Frau
ohne Schatten, we’re shown humanization through compassion—but as a
parental function. (e woman’s parting injunction is: “ink about your
naughtiness! ink about your homework! Above all, think how sad you’ve
made Mama!” [“Songez, songez surtout au chagrin du Maman!”].) e
other maternal function shown, and the part of the job done well, is that of
absolution—as in Suor Angelica. For if neither Ravel nor Colette, his librettist, concern themselves with mothers’ cries—and how could they, given
the infantile perspective—they are concerned with one that both signifies
regret and solicits this absolution: the boy’s plaintive “Maman!”—set to a
descending fourth—upon which the opera ends.
Don José’s mother isn’t any better at disciplining her bigger boy. With
Carmen around, she can’t get him to settle for Micaëla. Nor—because the
woman dies before the final act—can Maman offer absolution for his having
killed the former, spurned the latter, and broken her own heart. (Micaëla
reports the imminent demise by telling José, “your mother doesn’t want
to die without having forgiven you” [“ta mère ne voudrait pas mourir sans
t’avoir pardonne”]. He reacts by shouting “mother!” [“ma mère!”] on a high
G-flat.) Nor does Bizet concern himself with maternal cries. In fact, we
only ever hear from Mom through Micaëla. And of course the opera ends
with Don José crying out neither to the girl who married dear old Dad nor
to the girl just like her, but to one not like her.
Salome—Wilde’s heroine as well as that of Strauss—is somewhat Carmen-like. e two always get their man, and both get killed. Unlike Carmen,
however, she’s also got a mother. To that woman’s credit, Herodias does
shield Salome from Herod—he’s an uncle—at first by ordering the man not
to look at the girl and then by ordering the girl not to dance. To no avail,
of course—so here’s a mother who’s no plot impediment. e problem, in
part, is the willfulness of a teenage temptress. But it’s the egocentrism of a
middle-aged matron as well. Too self-centered—or perhaps projective—to
shield Salome from Salome, or rather from her own desire, Herodias mistakenly assumes the daughter demands Jokanaan’s head in order to protect
the mother’s interests when all she really wants is to fondle the thing. is is
why Herodias demands the decapitation as well, precipitating Herod’s decision to have Salome crushed to death for taking that desire too far—as far,
that is, as the horrible kiss. It’s a decision heterosexual Strauss, identifying
with Herod throughout, seems to forgive. But so does homosexual Wilde,
whose identifications with both women fall apart at this point. After all,
it was the playwright, not the composer, who first devised the daughter’s
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execution. And it was he who has the mother—finally dumbstruck—not
react at all.
In return for discipline, absolution, and protection, children should
respect—or in Jacobean terms, “honor”—their father and mother. For
fathers—or patriarchs—this usually means “obey.” “You hear how she
answers me, this daughter of yours?” Herod snaps; “You see how you’ve
raised her?” “My daughter and I come of a royal race,” Herodias snaps
back; “As for you, your father was a camel driver!” (“Dein Vater was
Kameeltreiber!”) Strauss may have had a corollary but calmer scene in
mind when scoring this one. After Brünnhilde disobeys Wotan by shielding
Sigmund, he and Erda have a little talk about punishment and, by implication, parenting. (It was Wagner who first devised Erda. She doesn’t appear
in any literary source.) e father felt obliged to strip his favorite daughter
of divinity, stick her on a mountain, put her to sleep, and expose her to
Siegfried. (She’s an aunt.) e mother considers this somewhat harsh. She
also considers it unfair, given both that Wotan had sent mixed signals and
that he’s the one who encouraged willfulness in the first place. “Does he
who taught defiance scourge defiance?” Erda asks. (“Der den Trotz lehrte
straft den Trotz?”)
Tatiana—Pushkin’s heroine as well as that of Tchaikovsky—isn’t at all
Carmen-like. She’s a combination of Micaëla and the Don José his mother
would prefer: a good girl who falls for a bad boy and then settles for the
man Madame Larina has in mind, Prince Gremin. In doing so, the girl
replicates the woman’s own fate—an irony the novel mentions in passing
and that the opera—Yevgeny Onegin—underscores. It opens with Larina
chatting and Tatiana singing about the man who got away. And so this
mother does keep her daughter out of trouble. After all, if Tatiana hadn’t
married the Prince, she might elope with Onegin. But would that be so
terrible, the composer seems to ask. (Heterosexual Pushkin identifies with
Onegin, primarily; homosexual Tchaikovsky with Tatiana.) Isn’t the real
tragedy that the heroine renounces the man she loves? (According to Wilde,
“All women become like their mothers. at is their tragedy. No man does.
at’s his.” []) For that matter, wasn’t it her mother’s tragedy as well?
Larina consoles herself by saying, “Habit is sent us from above, in place of
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happiness.” (“Privichka svishe nam dana, / Zamyena shchastiyu ona.”) She
may even believe it. But I doubt we’re meant to.
Linda and Michael Hutcheon argue, and not for argument’s sake, that
opera is really, in essence, about death.³ Or rather, that the art form enables
audiences—be they contemporary or contemporaneous—to come to terms
with death: “[W]hen people go to the theater, at times and in part, they
find themselves participating in a ritual of grieving or experiencing their
own mortality by proxy through an operatic narrative” (–). ree of
the operas upon which they concentrate, it so happens, are Suor Angelica,
Madama Butterfly, and Der Ring des Nibelungen. e Puccini operas, they
claim, enable us to accept some forms of suicide under certain circumstances. e Wagner enables us—through a distanced identification with
Wotan—to accept mortality. e Hutcheons also discuss Der Fliegende
Hollander, which enables us to see immortality as undesirable; Tristan und
Isolde, which sees death as ecstatic; Dialogues des Carmélites, which sees
it as nothing to be afraid of; and Elektra, which enables us to mourn. Now
whereas I’m willing to concede that opera concerns death more centrally
than it concerns maternity, I find this argument reductive, self-evident, and
unnecessary. To put it another way, while we may need a book on opera
and the art of motherhood, does anyone need this book? Operagoers—academic or not—already know, or at least suspect, what it has to say. People
who don’t go couldn’t care less.⁴ And even if the latter are dragged—kicking and screaming—to, say, the Ring, they’re far more likely to want to kill
themselves than to learn to deal with that eventuality. Opera, like death,
is an acquired taste.
Kevin Kopelson
e University of Iowa

 Oddly enough, another couple have just published their own co-authored book
on nearly the same subject: Mladen Dolar and Slavoj Žižek’s Opera’s Second
Death. e Hutcheons both dismiss and misrepresent this far more interesting
text. Unlike Linda and Michael, who write, as it were, in unison, Mladen and
Slavoj have composed separate sections. In my opinion, hers is the stronger.

 Opera: e Art of Dying solicits both nonacademic readers unfamiliar with opera

and academic ones familiar with it. Its main text reads like a “Live from the Met”
intermission feature; its footnotes—erudite but excessive, especially in relation
to such a text—are basically musicological.
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Now whereas
I’m willing to
concede that
opera concerns
death more
centrally than
it concerns
maternity, I find
this argument
reductive, selfevident, and
unnecessary.
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John Clement Ball, Satire & the Postcolonial Novel. V. S.
Naipaul, Chinua Achebe, Salman Rushdie. London:
Routledge, 2003. Pp. 213. Cloth. U.S. $74.95.
Satire & the Postcolonial Novel makes an important and highly original contribution to the field of postcolonial studies, for it offers the first sustained
critique of satire in comparative postcolonial literature. e two outstanding achievements of Ball’s study consist in, first, a critical reexamination
of satire theories in light of culturally different traditions of writing, and,
second, interventive close readings of a wide range of texts by three of
the most canonized writers in postcolonial studies: V. S. Naipaul, Chinua
Achebe, and Salman Rushdie. Written as a dissertation between  and
 and published in Routledge’s Outstanding Dissertation series, the book
includes a new Afterword with updated research material and sets out to
theorize “the generic, rhetorical, and political strategies of satire” (ix), while
interrogating “Western formulations of satire” to outline “their uses and
limitations for postcolonial texts” (). Were it only for its unfailingly selfcritical perspective and its sound research, the study would be worth celebrating for its scholarly integrity alone. But the study accomplishes more
than this. To use Dipesh Chakrabarty’s apt term, it “provincializes” satire
and the practice of literary criticism. In other words, Ball’s study employs
postcolonial literary and non-literary texts not only to write a postcolonial
genealogy of satire, but, by conceptualizing satire in terms of hybridity,
syncretism, multidirectionality, and anti-colonial dissent, it helps both
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